
Type of Position:

Replacement

Instructional Outlook Report (All positions that are not replacements) 

Emergency (If accepted these will become one-year temporary positions)

Legally mandated or required.                YES NO   If yes, please explain below. 

1. Justify the need for this position based on your Program Review and/or the Data Sheet provided by the PRIE Office, including

2. Justify this position based on our community, projected demographic change, workforce and community need.

Faculty Hire Proposal Form
SCHOOL/DIVISION:      

POSITION:

success rates, retention rates, full-time and part-time faculty counts, and equity data.  *Also address the separate
curriculum compliance data provided in the Excel sheet.

Has the position been filled by FT 
Temp in 22-23?  YES NO   If yes, name:

Announced by Sept. 30 YES NO

This section to be completed by the dean:

Who is being replaced with this position? 
(Must have been FT Tenure Track faculty counted in Fall 2021)

https://go.boarddocs.com/ca/yosemite/Board.nsf/files/CJGULP7C9A83/$file/Instructional%20Outlook%20Report%202022-23.pdf


promotion, previous emergency hire).

4. Include other elements from Program Review and/or the IOR Priorities to justify this position.

3. Justify the significance and role of this position in terms of completion of Certificates, Associate Degrees, majors,

* Programs involving non-instructional functions can also use collegewide-numbers, guided pathways data, state
requirements or best practices, etc. to make their case understood.

student success, transfers, job attainment, and advancement.  Counseling and library continue to contribute to college-wide 
numbers so they can use the college-wide data set.*

5. Is there a history of this position that the HPC should be aware of? (e.g. Previously ranked but not hired, lateral move,
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	DATAjustification: Due to #of units and combination of STEM classes, mental health/psychological counseling is often needed as SEM students have high levels of anxiety/stress. There are 12.5% DI students in School of SEM.  Focus will be to improve the retention, persistence, and completion. Timely advising in the first semester is KEY to the reduction incorrect courses taken and correct sequencing towards transfer and degree completion.  All of these majors require above average units and additional articulated transfer preparation requirements. Counselors are integral in the Educational Plan development prior to the student’s first semester especially for the math, physics and chemistry sequencing. GC division assigns Counselors to each School per GP practices to complete GP cohort work. There are Schools that have ~1800+ students per Counselor.   This growth position would serve our highest pop of 3734 student’s whose majors are in STEM. The School of SEM Student to Counselor ratio is 1867:1.  The State Academic Resolution 0802 recommends the student to counselor ratio be 370 to 1. In Starfish for the Fall 22, our number of current/active students are 20,111, MJC's Student to General Counselor(GC)ratio is ~1149 to 1. 
	CommNeed: This growth position would be assigned to the School of SEM. One of the goals to increase DI in STEM fields.  This would require marketing and having personnel to serve them. These majors/programs in the School of SEM have higher than average starting wages and the Counselor plays a direct impact on On-boarding, promoting STEM programs, maintaining continued support especially for DI students while focusing on transfer and job opportunities in our community. Through the transformative and innovative cohort model, counselors are practicing more timely intervention- reaching out to students with intention to maximize retention, persistence, and completion. 
	LegallyMandated: LegallyMandatedYES
	Text3: General Counselor
	Schools/Areas: [Counseling/Special Programs]
	Which Position: 
	Text4: This position was an off cycle retirement.  The Counselor was having a hard time making a decision and when Covid happened, they submitted their retirement paperwork which was after the due date.  Her Counseling philosophy was challenged when Covid focused us to serve students 100% online.  The position did not rank high enough to be filled.  This position represents accountable contractual obligation of 1040 hours which effects DIRECT services for students.  Also, 82% of our courses are taught by either FT Overload or by PT Adjunct.  
	Text7: As per our prog review, 20-21 we had 19 counselors, and student enrollment of 16,917 where it was a 890:1 student ratio.  Presently, we have 17.5 Counselors with 20,111 students and our student ratio is now, ~1149:1. The Counseling program maintains a holistic, transformative philosophy and approach to counseling in meeting students where they are in each interaction, addressing all student needs, including personal support, academic advising, career exploration and crisis counseling. The goals of GPs and the 6 Success Factors is to ensure students in each School feel engaged, valued, connected, directed, nurtured, and focused.  This position will allow more proactive faculty advising by the Counselor.  The discipline of Counseling Faculty is to assist in student success by helping students persist from term to term and complete as expeditiously as possible. Counselors use best practices of engagement, reach out and reach in, through phone calls, emails, Starfish, and connecting with academic discipline faculty on behalf of the student.  Counselors provide holistic approach to student counseling using wrap around services. One of the IOR priorities is recovery of equity.  This Counselor position in the School of SEM represents a highest number of students. Of this number 12% of them are DEI students, specifically males. The cohort team would like to increase the overall number of DEI students, specifically females. Not providing a growth position, will keep SEM stagnant.  
	Text6: The Vision for Success goals is to increase transfer and ~90% of SEM students intend to transfer.  Gen Counselors (GC) help with mental/psychological health in meeting their basic needs to perform well in college, in addition to academic planning and success, and career exploration.  GC’s are the front-line faculty who help to fill courses to increase FTES.  Counselors create degree pathways to reach the student's goal of completion, transfer, job attainment and/or advancement within their current employment. Many students in the School of SEM are pursuing higher education. Due to the structure of these degrees and course sequencing, special attention is needed for these students to increase their retention, persistence, and completion in a timely manner. There are 547 student who do not have a comprehensive education plan in SEM. As per the Acad Sen ratio, it is still higher ratio than recommended. Many students do not have direct access to the Cohort Counselor and are having to be advised during a drop-in session.  
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